
What kind of printing services do they offer? Just digital, or maybe offset, foil, 
letterpress?  Do they offer any specialty services such as envelope printing, die cutting, scoring.?

Do they work with weddings often? Weddings call for high quality and inolved high 
stress and sometimes rush, and you need someone that can understand this.

Do they have paper stock they can recommend for weddings? If you’re just 
getting started, it’s nice to have some guidance here.

Can you provide stock (paper) for jobs?  Are you the one that has to provide 
stock, or does the printer carry quality, recommended papers?

If you are supplying stock, how many overs do they need to provide to the 
printer?  10%, 20%?  Make sure to clarify for type of job.

What is a typical turnaround time?

Can they share samples of past work?

Do they have minimums?  Minimum cost per order, minimum counts?

What are their limitations?  Could they recommend other printers if it’s something they 
can’t handle?

Can they explain to you how to setup artwork for your requirements?  All 
printers are different!
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QUESTIONS FOR YOUR LOCAL PRINTERS
Set up an initial meeting with some local printers and have your questions ready!  A good 
printer will take the time to answer - no questions are silly when you’re building a solid 
foundation of knowledge.
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Where are they located?   This is important if they are on the east coast and you’re on the 
west coast.  You’ll need to factor shipping times into your turnaround.  

What kind of printing services do they offer? Just digital, or maybe offset, foil, 
letterpress?  Do they offer any specialty services such as envelope printing, die cutting, scoring.?

Do they have samples they can mail, or can you purchase a sample kit?

What is a typical turnaround time?

Can you provide your own stock (paper) for jobs?  If you are providing stock, how 
many overs will they need?  Don’t be surprised if you can’t do this with someone you are working 
with out of town; you’ll also have to ship the stock back and forth.

Do they have minimums?  Minimum cost per order, minimum counts?

What are your limitations?  Could they recommend other printers if it’s something they 
can’t handle?

Can you explain to me how to setup artwork for your requirements?  All 
printers are different!
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QUESTIONS FOR YOUR ONLINE PRINTERS
Many of these questions could be answered by browsing their website.  Online retailers may 
have much more information readily available to answer your initial questions.  It doesn’t 
hurt to call or send an email if you need a better sense.
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